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Summer of Colour was an ambitious attempt by Turner Contemporary to
make the whole town the gallery. It was a bold idea, taking in dozens of
venues, including the usual suspects (Turner Contemporary, Crate, Limbo,
Winter Gardens, Theatre Royal and so on) alongside some new ones
(boarded-up shopfronts, the beach, an old boat yard and the bottom of the
High Street). Summer of Colour wasn’t an organised festival though. It was
a loose umbrella, held by Turner Contemporary, under which anyone
organising an event could stand.
Whether it succeeded in its ambitions to fill Margate with colour isn’t the
subject of this report. This document is a small piece of art, the end paper
of the Summer of Colour Observatory, nothing more. So what was
Observatory, and what did it try to do?
As a social artist, I believe that the best art is about bringing people
together, encouraging them to talk, and helping them have some shared
experience. That’s what the most successful moments of Summer of Colour
did, but it’s hard to record; just numbers don’t tell you the story or the
impact that art is having.
So Summer of Colour Observatory (funded by Turner Contemporary)
attempted to capture that. Inspired by the Mass Observation movement,
Observatory opened conversations with strangers as well as recording
overheard discussions. It mapped where people had come from, and
charted where they were going. It took snapshots of the kind of people
visiting Summer of Colour events.
This document attempts to join dots where perhaps dots shouldn’t be
joined, and to make assumptions where perhaps assumptions shouldn’t be
made. But that’s the role of the artist; to see a bigger picture made up from
small brushstrokes.
Dan Thompson, September 2014, Margate

“We monitor many frequencies. We listen always. Came a voice, out of the
babel of tongues, speaking to us. It played us a mighty dub.”
William Gibson, Neuromancer
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Red Ladies (Various locations)
Jazz In The Yard (Fort Road Yard)
Jazz Festival (Turner Contemporary precinct)
Cubing Bis (at Turner Contemporary) and Cubing Bis (in the Old Town)
Giant Print (High Street)
Bilton Square Micro-Brewery Beer Festival
Margate Big Busk (Various locations)
Dwelling (Turner Contemporary)
Mexico To Margate (Turner Contemporary)
Lungs (Roundabout) and Brilliant Things (Roundabout)
First Friday (Turner Contemporary)
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61% of people were from Kent, with 40% from the Isle of Thanet. 22% were
from London.
The furthest anyone travelled just for a Summer of Colour event was
1042km.
Most London visitors stayed within a small five-minute-walk radius of
Turner Contemporary, visiting the Old Town but not other attractions like
Dreamland Expo or The Shell Grotto.

We have recorded an answer to this question for around 120 respondents,
taking out some who were at Summer of Colour-branded events in Turner
Contemporary, for example.
53% of London visitors had heard of Summer of Colour.
63% of visitors from the Isle of Thanet had heard of Summer of Colour.

We used artists as observers at Summer of Colour events, with an initial
selection of events provided by Turner Contemporary. Some of these
events were cancelled, others were presented in a different format and
some attracted small audiences. Therefore, our observers selected
additional events from the Summer of Colour website.
At events, we used a variety of techniques. These included mapping routes,
plotting journeys across the UK and through Margate town centre. We also
played Jenga with a special Summer of Colour set, and challenged people
to a game of colour snap. In addition, we took some Instagram portraits to
provide a further useful (if small) data set. And we lurked as well.
We have key data – that is, where have you come from and where else are
you going – from around 250 people.
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We also have some snapshot interviews with individuals, collected
overheard comments from others, and notes from conversations with
shopkeepers and event organisers.

Observatory has attempted to spot trends, identify patterns and note odd
outlying data.
We’ve rounded percentages up and down to make them neater.
We’ve filtered out any data which we couldn’t read because our
handwriting when making notes was too bad.
We’ve used a rigorous shuffling to match sets of data from individual
events (which have an inevitable bias) with wider trends.
While we initially used parallel co-ordinate plotting for visualizing
multivariate data sets, we found that this reordered data was less useful
than simple explanations so abandoned this technique.
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Passing cyclists are more likely to stop for jazz than for any other art
activity.
People who had not heard of Summer of Colour before visiting Margate
were more likely to visit the beach.
The Austrian Black Rider Motorcycle Club in their yellow club colours
thought the Red Ladies in their uniform dress were a bit strange.
More visitors to events ate fish & chips from Peter's Fish Factory than
any other takeaway.
South London or the Isle of Thanet are most common starting points for
a visit.
Red is the colour most commonly worn by visitors photographed in
Dwelling.
Canadians who have just arrived in the UK are less likely to have heard of
Summer of Colour than people from Margate.
100% of the visitors who travel from Berlin for a Summer of Colour
exhibition make bespoke latex sex clothing for a living.
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‘We knew
something
was going
on but we
didn’t know
what it was’
Observatory found that, while people were vaguely aware that there was
something called Summer of Colour, they were unclear what it really was,
where it was happening, or whether they were at a Summer of Colour
event.
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The Top Three:
1.
2.
3.

Turner Contemporary
The Old Town
The Beach

We recorded all the shops, cafes, visitor attractions and other places that
people had visited or were planning to visit. In some cases, people gave
generic answers such as ‘The Old Town’ and in others, were more specific.
We found that visitors tended to stay within a 5 minute radius of Turner
Contemporary, unless specifically attending an event at, say, the Winter
Gardens. Few visitors made it to outlying points like the Shell Grotto,
Dreamland Expo or Resort. Visitors within the Old Town also stayed in a
limited area, roughly bounded by Margate Retro, Greedy Cow and Cupcake
Café.
A number of visitors mentioned the closure of Andrew’s Passage, between
the beach and the lower end of the High Street, as affecting their route. It
diverted them away from High Street shops and cafes.
For art and culture, people go to:
Turner Contemporary
Winter Gardens
Theatre Royal
Resort
Limbo
Giant Print
Margate Gallery
Harbour Arm Gallery
The Pie Factory
For traditional fun, people go to:
Main Sands
Dreamland Expo
The Harbour Arm
The Shell Grotto
The Viking Trail
Tudor House
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For food, people go to:
Peter’s Fish Factory
The Harbour Arms
Fort Road Yard
The Bull’s Head
GB Pizza Company
Costa Coffee
‘A pub’
‘Fish & Chips’
Turner Contemporary’s Restaurant
Mr Simms
Greedy Cow
Bilton Square Micro-Brewery Beer Festival
The Cupcake Café
For shopping, people go to:
The Old Town
Margate Retro
High Street
Fort Road Yard
Bucket & Spade Shops
Margate Gallery
Mr Simms
Joke Shop
Charity Shops
Events people go to are:
Bilton Square Micro-Brewery Beer Festival
Race for Life
Hawley Square Fair
Giant Print
The Postcard Auction
Bridges y Puentes
Margate Big Busk
Margate Jazz Festival
CMYK Exhibition
For more active leisure, people are also:
Walking the Viking Trail
Cycling
Playing tennis
Sea swimming
Running
Visiting The Sailing Club
Crabbing
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The following are field reports from some of the Summer of Colour events,
workshops and performances which Observatory watched.
They are not representative of all Summer of Colour activities, but have
been chosen where observations flocked and clustered to suggest
interesting conclusions.
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The Margate Jazz Festival is an established event which became part of
Summer of Colour.
Observatory watched at two events; Jazz In The Yard (Fort Road Yard) and
on the same day, a jazz band on the terrace at Turner Contemporary.
Jazz In The Yard had a small audience, and the audience on the terrace was
larger.
Awareness of Summer of Colour was low at both events, and people were
not attending other Summer of Colour events. Most people observed were
just engaging because there was live music outside Turner Contemporary;
Observatory records therefore that activation of this unused space attracts
new audiences.
More passing cyclists stopped to watch this performance than stopped for
any other art activity during Summer of Colour.
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The Red Ladies from Clod Ensemble was a town-wide performance piece,
culminating in two hour-long ‘demonstrations’ at the Theatre Royal. While
the Red Ladies watched Margate, Observatory watched back.
The Red Ladies caused confusion and brought mystery to the town. A large
number of people encountered the Red Ladies by chance, either while
shopping, visiting Turner Contemporary or using Main Sands. Others
actively followed the Red Ladies, tracking their activity across the week
leading up to performances at the Theatre Royal.
Observatory suggests that Red Ladies had the longest and widest impact of
any single Summer of Colour event, helped in part by the use of Main
Sands, Turner Contemporary, The Shell Grotto, Theatre Royal and other
venues, who both had their own audience, and also used social media to
amplify the impact of the performances.
Red Ladies generated considerable content on social media, and those
Tweeting included: @rosiejce @newtonslife @millsofmargate
@blockcolour @thanetphotos @scruffters @dk_newton @shellgrotto
@tippinggoldy @rmonntheatre @wickedheadrush @itwthanet
@traceyrozier @harbourmonley @gp79 @theatredotdash @nicturner99
@readmans @kentweekender @clarewarren10 @bil_11 @lojinks
http://vimeo.com/102167380
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Observatory watched people at Giant Print, Margate Big Busk, Bilton
Square Micro-Brewery Beer Festival and Turner Contemporary. At these
events, 73% of people were from the Isle of Thanet (much higher than the
overall average of 40%).
‘Our first lot of summer of colour things’
‘This is our first visit to Summer of Colour - we came because of the Big
Busk’
‘We’re always very pleased by what‘s going on in Margate - you have a lot
going on’
‘We came for the giant print and the big busk, and we’re going on a busker
hunt’
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A small audience watching The Grip included the person who had travelled
furthest for a Summer of Colour event (from Berlin to Turner
Contemporary and Limbo) and the person who had travelled the shortest
distance (from a flat immediately across the road from Turner
Contemporary).
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Visitors to Roundabout at the Winter Gardens came From Ashford,
Broadstairs, Canterbury, Faversham, Herne Bay, London, Margate, and
Ramsgate. This event had the highest proportion of out-of-town visitors,
and all of them had come to Margate for Roundabout.
On the same day as visiting Roundabout, they also visited the beach, ate at
Peter’s Fish Factory and GB Pizza Co. and some stayed at The Sands Hotel.

‘We’re aware of Summer of Colour, and we saw the wooden sculptures
today’
‘We also came to the Clod Ensemble’s Red Ladies’
‘I’ve got to go home, and because this ends late, I’ve got to catch a bus to
Canterbury’
‘We ate before the show at the GB Pizza place’
‘We had a swim in the sea before the show’
‘We’ve just come from London for this, and are staying in a hotel tonight’
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‘We’re just
falling in
love with
Margate
today’
The events making up Summer of Colour were often quoted as an example
of the rebirth and reinvention of Margate. A number of events were
particularly good at pulling a wider audience into the town; Giant Print,
Margate Big Busk, Roundabout and The Grip at Turner Contemporary were
all quoted as the reason people had come to Margate, and at all of these,
people ate, shopped and stayed locally.
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We tracked where people had come from and where they were going. This
was plotted onto maps of Margate town centre.
While every journey was of course unique, we can spot a clear pattern,
particularly for out-of-town visitors, about 60% of our sample. They travel
diagonally.

Journey 1:
Arrive at Margate Station, either from London or from elsewhere in Kent.
Feel slightly confused as there are no clear signs to send you on your way.
Head in the direction of Turner Contemporary, which you can see (but you
note, there’s no sign on the building itself). Either cut across the Main
Sands, or follow the prom past Margate Steps to Turner Contemporary.
Stop at Turner Contemporary. After viewing the exhibitions of Mondrian
and Finch (and deciding you prefer the Finch), walk across to the Old Town.
Do not move further than the edge of the Market Square, unless there’s an
event on the bottom of the High Street. Afterwards, cut back to the
seafront and return to the station.
Journey 2:
The same, but using Morrisons car park, instead of the station.
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‘We used Summer
of Colour as an
example of how
much is going on,
talking to a friend,
but we haven’t
been to any other
events’

Although people were broadly aware of Summer of Colour, very few were
moving from one Summer of Colour event to another. Excluding results
from 6th September (when there were multiple events on one day) only 5%
of people were consciously following Summer of Colour and attending
multiple events.
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‘Not only are quantum level events governed by probabilities, but those
probabilities aren’t even resolved into actual events until they are
measured. Or to use a phrase that I just heard you use in a rather bizarre
context, the act of measurement collapses the probability waveform. Up
until that point all the possible courses of action open to, say, an electron,
coexist as probability waveforms. Nothing is decided. Until it’s measured’
Douglas Adams, Dirk Gently’s Holistic Detective Agency

tinyurl.com/summerofcolour
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